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NO calculator: Use your maths exercise book or paper to show all your workings out

1. Humouda carries the class set of dictionaries into the French class.

There are 29 dictionaries.

Each dictionary weighs 645 grams.

School guidelines say no student should carry more than 15 kilograms.

Would Humouda be allowed to carry all the dictionaries in one journey?

2. Jendaya wants to work out the length of her garden path.

Jendaya counts the number of stride lengths to help her work out the path length.

The path is 26 strides long

Jendaya’s stride length is 72 cm long.

Jendaya says “The path is at least 20 metres long”

Do you agree with Jendaya?

3. A cafe’s water glasses can each hold 225 millilitres.

The cafe has a 5 litre bottle of mineral water.

Will the cafe have enough mineral water to fill 24 glasses?
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